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Apollo Video Technology Honored with 2016 ‘ASTORS’ Homeland Security Award
RoadRunner HD™ System Earns Silver Award for “Best IP Video Surveillance Solution”

Bothell, Wash., November 9, 2016 – Apollo Video Technology (Apollo Video), a leading
manufacturer of mobile video surveillance and fleet management solutions received honors for
the RoadRunner HD system from American Security Today’s 2016 ‘ASTORS’ Homeland Security
Awards.
“Smart video monitoring systems play a critical role in improving public safety for mass transit,
and advancements in mobile video technology have security personnel demanding more from
their onboard recording equipment,” said Rodell Notbohm, CEO of Apollo Video Technology.
“The RoadRunner HD video surveillance system is built with a forward-thinking approach to
design and functionality, equipping transit agency officials and first responders with deeper
insight into managing public safety.”
As the only solution that has the ability to adapt to the ever-growing security needs of
government, law enforcement and mass transit agencies nationwide, RoadRunner HD offers a
robust solution towards mitigating threats. It provides all the high-quality features of an
advanced IP system, but in a plug-and-play format that is easy to install – requiring little to no
programming or networking expertise.
The state-of-the-art recording system is wireless-ready for secure live viewing and playback
from command centers and remote locations – without sacrificing video quality. Detailed metadata makes pinpointing relevant video easy, ensuring administrators can quickly download and
release pertinent footage to authorized officials and/or media to support identification efforts.
American Security Today’s Homeland Security Awards program recognizes the most
distinguished vendors of IT, port security, law enforcement and first responders in
acknowledgment of their outstanding efforts to address the growing homeland security threats
the country faces.
Follow Apollo Video Technology on Twitter @ApolloVideo.
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About Apollo Video Technology
Apollo Video Technology is a leading manufacturer of video surveillance, fleet and information
management solutions for public transit, rail, school transportation, law enforcement, military,
commercial transportation, fire and EMS applications. With public and private-sector
installations throughout North America and worldwide, the RoadRunner™ mobile video and
audio recording system provides exceptional video quality with management software
optimized for wireless downloading and live video streaming.
Renowned for its reliability, durability and ease of use, Apollo Video solutions improve
accessibility of data and deliver streamlined, fleet-wide management of video surveillance and
on-board equipment to reduce liability, mitigate risk, improve efficiency and reduce
maintenance and operating costs. Apollo Video is unique in the industry with software
interoperability and compatibility across multiple generations of hardware.
In 2015, Apollo Video was named the No. 1 supplier of transit bus mobile video surveillance
equipment in the Americas1 – an achievement held since 2010 that further supports the
company's commitment to offer its customers superior, compatible solutions throughout the
lifetime of their fleet.
Since its release in 2004, Apollo Video has supplied the RoadRunner™ system to over 400
agencies worldwide, representing more than 30,000 total implementations.
###

1

2015, 2013 and 2011 editions of IHS World Market Report for Mobile Video Surveillance
Equipment (www.ihs.com)
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